Abstract. We provide various counter examples for quantitative multiple recurrence problems for systems with more than one transformation. We show that
1. Introduction 1.1. Quantitative recurrence. The Poincaré recurrence theorem states that for every measure preserving system (X, X, µ, T ) and every A ∈ X with µ(A) > 0, the set {n ∈ Z : µ(A ∩ T −n A) > 0}
is infinite. A quantitative version of it was provided by Khintchine [8] , who showed that for every ǫ > 0, the set {n ∈ N : µ(A ∩ T −n A) > µ(A) 2 − ǫ} is syndetic, meaning that it has bounded gaps.
Multiple recurrence problems refers to the ones concerning the behavior of the set A ∩ T −n 1 A · · · ∩ T −n d A. In the case T i = T i for an ergodic transformation T , Furstenberg [6] showed that the set If the answer to the question is affirmative for some T 1 , . . . , T d and F, we say that F is good for (T 1 , . . . , T d ). Based on the result of Khintchine [8] stating that F(x) = x 2 − ǫ is good for (T ) (with a single term), a natural conjecture would be that the function F(x) = x d+1 − ǫ is good for (T 1 , . . . , T d ). The case T i = T i was solved by Bergelson, Host and Kra [3] . They showed that if (X, X, µ, T ) is ergodic, then F(x) = x d+1 − ǫ is good for (T, T 2 , . . . , T d ) for all ǫ > 0 for d = 2 or 3. They also showed two surprising phenomena. First, the hypothesis of ergodicity cannot be removed: there exists a non-ergodic system (X, X, µ, T ) such that F(x) = x ℓ is not good for (T, [7] , Furstenberg and Katznelson proved a multiple recurrence theorem for commuting transformations. For two commuting transformations, its quantitative study was done by Chu [4] who proved that for every system (X, X, µ, T 1 , T 2 ) with two commuting transformations T 1 and T 2 (meaning that T 1 T 2 = T 2 T 1 ), ergodic for T 1 , T 2 , and every ǫ > 0, F(x) = x 4 − ǫ is good for (T 1 , T 2 ). Here it is worth to stress that the exponent for (T 1 , T 2 ) is 4 while the exponent for (T, T 2 ) is 3. Indeed, in the same paper, Chu constructed an example showing that F(x) = x 3 is not good for (T 1 , T 2 ). In a later work, Chu and Zorin-Kranich [5] improved this example, showing that F(x) = x 3.19 is not good for (T 1 , T 2 ). In this paper, we study the best component ℓ for which F(x) = x ℓ is good for (T 1 , . . . , T d ) in an ergodic system (X, X, µ, T 1 , . . . , T d ) with commuting transformations. The result of Chu and Zorin-Kranich [5] suggested that the largest ℓ not good for (T 1 , T 2 ) is between 3.19 and 4. We show that ℓ can be sufficiently close to 4: Theorem 1.2. There exists a measure preserving system (X, X, µ, T 1 , T 2 ) with commuting transformations T 1 and T 2 , ergodic for T 1 , T 2 such that for every 0 < ℓ < 4,
for every n 0.
Chu raised another question [4] on whether F(x) = x ℓ is good for (T 1 , T 2 , . . . , T d ) in an ergodic system with d commuting transformations for d ≥ 3. We show that this is not the case: Theorem 1.3. There exists a measure preserving system (X, µ, T 1 , T 2 , T 3 ) with three commuting transformations T 1 and T 2 and T 3 , ergodic for T 1 
If we relax the condition of commutativity of the transformations, the natural condition to look at is nilpotency. Outside the abelian category, we show that there is no polynomial quantitative recurrence even for two transformations T 1 and T 2 spanning a 2-step nilpotent group. We show Theorem 1.4. There exists a measure preserving system (X, X, µ, T 1 , T 2 ) such that T 1 and T 2 generate a 2-step nilpotent group T 1 , T 2 , whose actions is ergodic and such that for every ℓ > 0,
Notation and conventions.
A measure preserving system (or a system for short) is a tuple (X, X, µ, T 1 , . . . , T d ), where (X, X, µ) is a probability space and T 1 , . . . ,
For a positive integer number N, the subset {1, . . . , N} is denoted by [N].
Combinatorial constructions
In this section we study subsets of N 2 and N 3 satisfying special combinatorial conditions that help us construct the counter examples we need. The construction of such sets is inspired by the methods used by Salem and Spencer [11] and Behrend [2] in building "large" subsets of [N] with no arithmetic progressions of length 3. The ways to make use of special subsets in Theorems 1.2, 1.3 and 1.4 are motivated by the examples constructed in Bergelson, Host and Kra [3] and Chu [4] .
We remark that the combinatorial properties studied in this section are of independent interest.
Corner-free subsets of N
2 . The first combinatorial problem we study is how large a subset Λ ⊆ [N] 2 can be without a "corner".
Definition 2.1. We say that a set
We have
Theorem 2.2. Let ν(N) denote the largest cardinality of corner-free subsets of
It is worth noting that Atjai and Szemerédi [1] had a similar estimate for the largest cardinality of the set
Since our proof is different from their method, we write it down for completeness. We thank T. Ziegler for bringing us to this reference.
Proof. Let 1 ≪ d ≪ n be two parameters to be chosen later and assume that n is divisible by d 2 . Let Λ be the set of points (x, y) ∈ [(2d) n ] 2 such that the following condition holds: expand 
is the number of different patitions of S where each atom has exactly k ′ elements. Using this formula, we get that
We claim that Λ satisfies the properties we are looking for. We first estimate the size of Λ.
By the Stirling formula, if d and n/d 2 = ω(d) are large enough, we have that
where γ = 2πC 2 , and C is a constant as close to 1 as we want. So
where in the last step we repeatedly used the properties of ω(d). On the other hand, by (2.1), we have
and log log N < 2 log(d
Combining (2.2) and (2.3), we have that
Now we show that Λ is corner-free. Suppose that (x, y), (x ′ , y) and (x, y ′ ) belong to Λ and that 
By (2.4), we have that y 
2.2.
Three point free subsets of N 3 . We study another combinatorial problem in this section. Definition 2.3. Let Λ be a subset of [N] 3 . We say that Λ is three point free
In particular, (x, y, z ′ ) and (x, y, z) ∈ Λ implies that z = z ′ . so Λ contains at most one point on each line parallel to Z-axis. Similarly, Λ contains at most one point along any line parallel to the X or Y-axis. 
(Λ). The set Λ is just {(i, j, a i, j ) : a i, j 0} and note that the cardinality of Λ is the number of non-zero entries of A(Λ).
The combinatorial problem we study is how large such a set three point free set can be. It is clear that if
3 is a three point free set, then |Λ| ≤ N 2 . We show that in fact |Λ| can be sufficiently "close" to N 
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Proof. Let n, d, N and Λ be given in the proof of Theorem 2.2. Define
and V s := (x, y, z) ∈ V : x + y + z = s .
We have that for big enough N,
4 log 2+ǫ log log N .
So there exists 0 ≤ s ≤ 3N − 3 such that
4 log 2+2ǫ log log N provided N is large enough. We verify that V s is three point free. Suppose that (x, y, z ′ ), (x, y ′ , z) and (x ′ , y, z) belong to V s . Then in particular we have that (x, y), (x, y ′ ) and (x ′ , y) belong to Λ and
Since Λ is corner-free, we have that x = x ′ and y = y ′ . This implies that z ′ = s − x − y = s − x ′ − y = z and we conclude that V s is three point free.
It follows immediately that
4 log 2+2ǫ log log N provided that N is large enough.
Nilsystems and affine nilsystems
In all that follows, we make use of the class of nilsystems, specially of affine nilsystems and we briefly introduce them. 
Let G a d-step nilpotent Lie group and Γ be a discrete a cocompact subgroup of G. 
Affine nilsystems with several transformations. When we consider different affine transformations
. . , T n ) as a nilsystem as long as the matrices commute. Indeed, let G be the group of transformations of T d generated by the matrices A 1 , . . . , A n and the translations of
Proofs of the main theorems
We are now ready to prove the main theorems.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Let α, β ∈ R\Q be rationally independent numbers. Let X = T 6 with transformations
and
We have that (X, B(
is an affine nilsystem with two transformations, where µ is the Haar measure on T. Notice that
We first claim that the system is minimal and ergodic. To see this, let (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ; y 1 , y 2 , y 3 ) and (x
3 ) belongs to the orbit closure of (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ; y 1 , y 2 , y 3 ) under the transformation T 1 . We also have that (x
3 ) under the transformation T 2 (here we use the fact that for fixed x 1 , the transformation (
Since since the points are arbitrary, the system is minimal and hence ergodic by Proposition 3.1.
Let N ∈ N to be chosen later and Λ ⊆ [N]
3 be a three point free set. For
where
Suppose that the product of the functions inside the integral is nonzero. Then we may assume that (y 1 , y 2 , y 3 ) ∈ Q a,b,c , (y 
Therefore,
We have that µ⊗µ⊗µ⊗µ⊗µ⊗µ(A ∩T −n .
By Theorem 2.5, we can take Λ of cardinality larger than N 2−ǫ and thus the right hand side in (4.1) can be as close to 4 as we want. This finishes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 1.4. Let α ∈ R\Q. Let X = T 3 with transformations
It is an affine nilsystem with two transformations. We first claim that the system (X, B(T 3 ), µ ⊗ µ ⊗ µ, T 1 , T 2 ) is minimal and ergodic, where µ is the Haar measure on T. To see this, take (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 ) ∈ T 3 and note that the closure of the orbit of this point under the transformation T 1 is T × T × {z 0 }. Let (x, y, z) ∈ T 3 be an arbitrary point and notice that this point is contained in the orbit closure of (x 0 , y, z 0 ) under the transformation T 2 . So the closure of the orbit of (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 ) under T 1 , T 2 is T 3 . We conclude that the system is minimal and thus ergodic by Proposition 3.1.
It is easy to verify that [T 1 , T 2 ](x, y, z) = (x, y + α, z − α) commutes with T 1 and T 2 . So T 1 and T 2 generate a 2-step nilpotent group.
2 be a corner-free set. For
Suppose that the product of the functions inside the integral is nonzero. Write c = nx+ n 2 α for convenience. Then we may assume that (
). Therefore,
We have that µ ⊗ µ ⊗ µ(A ∩ T By Theorem 2.2, we can take Λ of cardinality larger than N 2−ǫ and thus the right hand side in (4.2) can be arbitrarily large. This finishes the proof.
For Theorem 1.3, we make use of the following theorem in [3] which gives a negative answer to Question 1.1 in the non-ergodic case. The system in Theorem 4.1 is not ergodic. The idea to prove Theorem 1.3 is to take an extension of the system in Theorem 4.1 and add a transformation to make it ergodic.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Let µ be the Haar measure on T and let α ∈ R \ Q. Consider X = T × T × T and its Haar measure µ ⊗ µ ⊗ µ. Let 
